Spirit of Isolde

The romantic spirit of fair
Isolde, princess of Ireland
and beloved of Tristan. A
vision in ruffled white, four
airy tiers waft and wave
with your every move.
Luxurious, lightweight
Cupro rayon; machine
washable. Made in
USA. Sizes S-XXL.
A60072 Tiered 		
Top $125

Whispers of Memories

A whisper, a flower, a promise—shining moments to
remember. Delicate silver filigree jewelry forms a
floral shape with a heart of red garnet,
like the outline of a romantic memory.
Sterling silver; pendant on 18" chain.
Handcrafted in Bali; fair trade.
J10578 Quatrefoil with Garnet
Earrings $40
J20837 Quatrefoil with Garnet
Pendant $50

actual size

women OF THE
SACRED GROVE

EXCLUSIVE! Like a fragment of a lost
legend, Emily Balivet’s artwork offers a
tantalizing glimpse of an imminent event.
Twelve ladies, in a variety of fine gowns,
walk past a wood, a flock of doves swooping
above. Where are the women going? What
is the message of the birds? Tapestry-woven
wallhanging adds an air of the mythic to any
wall. 36" x 25" cotton/poly blend; comes
with hanging rod and hardware. Made
in USA. Gift wrap and rush delivery not
available.
D50630	Women of the
Sacred Grove
Wallhanging $90

NEW! Splendid

Simplicity

NEW! War and Peace

EXCLUSIVE! Looking like chainmail, this necklace actually
blooms with flowers! Shield yourself from the ordinary with
metalwork floral squares, linked together in a contourhugging bib necklace. Silver-plated; adjusts from 13-19" long.
J21007 Floral Chainmail Necklace $60

All admire the noble lady in her
fine silks and rich adornment,
but she herself envies the
country lass in simple,
comfortable garb. Live
the best of both in this
refined top. Regal
silk-blend organza
strewn with floral
bouquets on a
deep-burgundy
background
flows in a
loose fit with
peasant
neckline
and
gathered
sleeves.
Fully lined in stretchy
knit. Viscose/silk; lining is viscose/
elastane. Hand wash. Sizes S-XL. Made in Italy.
A60281 Floral Silk Peasant Top $89

You Are
Loved

actual size

NEW! woodland

royalty

The spirit of the woodlands
takes on regal flourish in this
top. Twining branches in brown
devoré velvet shimmer on black
mesh, floaty bell sleeves and
ruffled hem ripple in a breeze.
Stretch-knit lining in bodice.
Imported. Polyester; hand wash.
Sizes XS-XXL.
A60333 Woodland Devoré
Velvet Top $70

song of the
elements

instantly
magnificent

EXCLUSIVE! A noble lady of yore
would spend hours dressing to greet
the court. Make your outfit instantly
magnificent with this ornate belt.
Leather-like front is embellished
with an intricate botanical design;
stretch black elastic belt goes
over any dress or skirt with
ease. Sizes S-XL; wear at
natural waist.
B20009 Ornate Buckled
Stretchy Belt $32
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A graceful, branching
tree—what keeps it
reaching ever upward,
constantly renewing? In the
heart of this delicate silver pendant
is the message “you are loved”—a
reminder to keep your spirit looking
up. Sterling silver two-part clamshell
pendant, enhanced with the glow of a tiny
garnet bead. Approx. ¾" diameter, on 16"
chain. Handmade in USA.
J20275 You Are Loved Clamshell
Pendant $75

gaelsong.com

Rustling in the wind, the
branches of the Tree of
Life sing a song of the
elements. Handmade
brass Tree of Life
windchime features
five bells sounding
varied notes. 9½"
across, 20" long.
D40023 Tree of Life
Windchime $20

1.800.205.5790

Yours Only Ring

Engraved with a brief sentiment, the poesy ring is
a traditional token of affection or even a wedding
band. This reproduction from an original in the
British Museum is encircled in a delicate pattern
of Celtic knotwork and is inscribed inside with the
medieval message “yovrs onli.” Sterling silver, in
whole and half sizes 5-12. Made in USA.
J75160 Yours Only Ring $55

actual size
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